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Influence of polymer architecture and polymer-wall interaction on the adsorption
of polymers into a slit-pore
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~Received 25 August 2003; published 17 February 2004!

The effects of molecular topology and polymer-surface interaction on the properties of isolated polymer
chains trapped in a slit were investigated using off-lattice Monte Carlo simulations. Various methods were
implemented to allow efficient simulation of molecular structure, confinement force, and free energy for a
chain interacting with such ‘‘sticky’’ surfaces. The simulations were performed in the canonical ensemble, and
the free energy was sampled via virtual slit-separation moves. Six different chain architectures were studied:
linear, star-branched, dendritic, cyclic, two-node~i.e., containing two tetrafunctional intramolecular crosslinks!,
and six-node molecules. The first three topologies entail increasing degrees of branching, and the last three
topologies entail increasing degrees of intramolecular bonding. The confinement force, monomer density
profile, and conformational properties for all these systems were compared~for identical molecular weightN!
and analyzed as a function of adsorption strength. The compensation point where the wall attraction counter-
balances the polymer-slit exclusion effects was the focus of our study. It was found that the attractive energy
at the compensation point,«c , is a weak increasing function of the chain length for excluded-volume chains.
The value of«c differs significantly for different topologies, and smaller values are associated with better-
adsorbing molecules. Due to their globular shape and numerous chain ends, branched molecules~e.g., stars and
dendrimers! experience a relatively small entropic penalty for adsorption at low adsorption force and moderate
confinement. However, as the adsorption force increases, the more flexible linear chains reach the compensa-
tion point at a weaker attractive energy because of the ease with which monomers can be packed near the
walls. In moderate to weak confinement, molecules with intramolecular cross-links, such as cyclic, two-node,
and six-node molecules, always adsorb better than the other chains~with the sameN!. Especially at strong
adsorption, two-node and six node molecules are highly localized in the region near the walls. Under strong
confinement conditions, chain rigidity becomes the dominating factor and the more flexible linear chain
adsorbs the best at all adsorption strengths. These results provide useful insights for controlling confinement
and depletion forces of polymers with different molecular architectures in the presence of attractive polymer-
surface interactions.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.69.021802 PACS number~s!: 36.20.2r
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I. INTRODUCTION

The conformational and thermodynamic properties
polymer chains are strongly affected by geometric confi
ment. This phenomenon is relevant to numerous applicat
of polymers, as in chromatographic separations, collo
stabilization, thin-film processing, and the preparation
clay-based nanocomposites.

While rigorous formulations exist for the configuration
properties and partitioning of a Gaussian chain in pores@1#, a
rigorous analytical theory has not been worked out
excluded-volume~EV! chains~a model adequate to describ
good solvent conditions!, and only approximate theories a
available, e.g., mean field theory@2# and scaling theory@3#.
Scaling theory has had the most general applicability so
although it is valid for limiting conditions and can give on
semiquantitative predictions. Most of the theoretical a
simulation work on confined polymers so far has been c
cerned with linear chains; studies on polymers with m
complicated topology are very limited. It is well known th
polymers with complex internal architecture have quite d
ferent static and dynamic properties. The question then ar
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as to how the internal architecture affects the properties
confined polymer chains. Just as in the case of linear p
mers, rigorous theoretical solutions are available for an id
self-crossing cyclic chain confined in slitlike pores@4# and
scaling results are available for a cyclic EV chain@5#. These
theories predict substantial differences in the partition co
ficients of linear and cyclic macromolecules under weak
sorption conditions, opening up the possibility for the dev
opment of a method for separating cyclic and line
polymers@6#. An on-lattice simulation study was carried o
for the adsorption of polymer chains with different molecu
architectures, including linear, star, and cyclic chains, o
solid surface@7#. For weakly adsorbed chains it was show
that ring polymers are always adsorbed ca. 50% more t
linear and star-branched ones, while the properties of
sorbed linear and star polymers are very similar. Experim
tal work in this area has been even more scarce@8#.

In a previous paper@9#, we investigated the properties o
topologically complex polymers, such as rings, stars, d
drimers, and hyperbranched polymers, confined in repuls
slit-pores. It was found that scaling theory for linear cha
well describes all the properties of star molecules exami
and the scaling of the linear dimensions of dendrimers
hyperbranched polymers. The relative partition coefficien
the dilution limit was estimated from the data ofF vs slit
separationD. It was shown that for very narrowD branched
polymers tend to be depleted in the pore relative to lin
©2004 The American Physical Society02-1
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Z. CHEN AND F. A. ESCOBEDO PHYSICAL REVIEW E69, 021802 ~2004!
chains with the same molecular weight. This is due to
fact that branched chains tend to have a higher ave
monomer concentration inside the polymer coil and exp
ence a larger entropic penalty than linear chains upon str
confinement. However, at largeD, branched chains tend t
be concentrated in the pore relative to linear chains, wh
can be explained by the smaller radius of gyration (Rg) of
the branched chain coils.

As an extension to our previous work, the effect of attra
tive interactions between polymer beads and slit walls is c
sidered in this paper. The introduction of an adsorption fo
is of significance not only from a practical point of vie
~e.g., it corresponds to liquid adsorption chromatograph!,
but also from a theoretical standpoint, as it provides a p
form to investigate the interplay among confinement entro
adsorption enthalpy, and molecular topology in a confin
environment. This interplay is especially important in t
adsorption critical regime where the energy gain due to
sorption compensates the entropy loss due to the con
ment. The critical adsorption for the linear Gaussian ch
was studied theoretically@10#, and the compensation poin
was predicted to be independent of chain length. Howe
for nonideal chains, the compensation point was found to
a weak function of chain length via computer simulatio
@11,12#. Using the matrix generation method, Guttman,
Marzio, and Douglas@13# examined the critical adsorptio
conditions for homopolymers, block copolumers, stars, a
comblike polymers with no excluded-volume interactions.
the critical adsorption condition, it is expected that cha
topology will have a major impact on the partitioning
polymer solutions. By sequentially studying entropic and
ergetic effects, the effect of molecular topology on the pa
tion coefficient can be understood more clearly and this m
lead to applications in the technology of polymer fractio
ation.

In this work, the adsorption force is described by t
Steele potential energy function@14#. By varying the
polymer-wall adsorption energy parameter«, the simulation
can produce different polymer environments from weak
strong adsorption scenarios. The free energy of the sys
and the critical adsorption energy parameter«c were inves-
tigated via virtual slit-separation moves. It was found that«c
is a weak function of the chain length for excluded-volum
chains~it increases with chain length! for all topologies stud-
ied. In a slit with separation comparable or larger than
size of the polymer (D>2Rg), branched molecules~stars
and dendrimers! experience a relatively small entropic pe
alty for adsorption at low adsorption force due to their co
pact shape and numerous chain ends, and thus adsorbs
than linear chains of equal molecular weight. However,
the adsorption force increases, the more flexible linear ch
reach the compensation point at a weaker attractive en
because of the ease with which monomers can pack clo
to the walls. Because of its unique topology and sma
conformational entropy, molecules with intramolecu
cross-links, such as cyclic, two-node, and six-node m
ecules always adsorb more strongly than the other molec
at all adsorption conditions examined. However, in a v
narrow slit (D<2Rg), steric interactions dominate and
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similar behavior is observed as that in purely repulsive sl
where molecules with higher intracoil site density~i.e., more
compact in size! experience a larger confinement force.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec.
we describe the details of our Monte Carlo simulations.
particular, we explain the confinement force calculation a
outline two approaches to locate the critical adsorption po
In Sec. III, we present the simulation results for confinem
force, critical adsorption strength, and conformational pro
erties for various polymer topologies at different confin
ment and adsorption conditions. We conclude in Sec. IV w
a few remarks.

II. METHODOLOGY

Polymers are modeled as strings of hard beads of unif
diameters. This ‘‘athermal’’ molecular model is intended t
describe a polymer molecule in a good ‘‘implicit’’ solven
i.e., the preference of polymer sites to be surrounded by
vent rather than by other polymer sites gives rise to an
fective repulsive interaction among polymer sites. So
simulations are performed on Gaussian chains, where o
lap between polymer sites is allowed, a model appropriat
describe a polymer in au solvent. The bond length is allowe
to fluctuate within the range 0.85s–1.15s and no overlap is
allowed between nonbonded spheres; this model can be
as the continuum-space counterpart of the on-lattice b
fluctuation model commonly used in simulation work@15#.
No long-range interactions or bond angle constraints are
corporated; in such a flexible coarse-grained model, e
hard sphere represents several actual ‘‘mers’’ in a polym
The simulation box is bounded by two walls perpendicular
the z direction, which extend to infinity in thex andy direc-
tions. The polymer-wall interaction is described by the Ste
potential@14#

Ubw~r !52prs«~sbw!2DF2

5 S sbw

r D 10

2S sbw

r D 4

2
sbw

4

3D~0.61D1r !3G , ~1!

wherers is the density of the wall,« andsbw are the energy
and size parameters,D is the separation between planes
molecules inside the wall, andr is the distance between
bead and one of the walls. An overlap distance ofr 50.2s is
employed. Since the simulation is done inside a slit,
polymer-wall potential is not truncated. For convenience,
set the values ofrs and D to 1 ~in units of s23 and s,
respectively!, andsbw50.5 ~in units of s, based on the as
sumption that a polymer bead is much larger than a wall s
because in our coarse-grained chain model, a bead repre
several polymer monomers!. For a given slit separationD,
the two slit walls are located atz50 andD, respectively. The
wall potential for a bead at positionz can then be calculated
as

Uw~z!5Ubw~z!1Ubw~D2z!. ~2!
2-2
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INFLUENCE OF POLYMER ARCHITECTURE AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E69, 021802 ~2004!
Most of the simulations were performed in the canoni
ensemble~constantNVT ensemble! where the slit separation
is fixed during the simulation. The molecules are relaxed
hop moves, flip moves, pivot rotations, and translations
the z direction ~for details, see our previous paper@9#!. In
order to improve sampling of chain configurations, para
tempering is employed@16#, where configuration exchange
are carried out among a series of boxes~replicas! with dif-
ferent adsorption strength. This is critical to equilibrate
system with a strong adsorption force, where the chain s
are more likely to be trapped near the walls. In our simu
tions, seven replicas were typically used over the range f
«50.4 to 1.8, with more replicas allocated in the critical a
strong adsorption regions than in the weak adsorption reg
Two parallel tempering moves are carried out between
randomly chosen replica pairs in every Monte Carlo~MC!
cycle. During one MC cycle, every site in the polym
moves once on average for every replica box. The force
erted by the polymer chain on the walls is estimated from
change in the Helmholtz potentialA when the wall separa
tion is decreased fromD to D2dD:

F52
]A

]DU
D

. ~3!

This derivative is evaluated using the virtual-paramet
variation ~VPV! method@17#:

F52
]A

]DU
D

52
1

b
lim

DD→0

ln^exp~2bDU !&
DD

. ~4!

DU is the change of the system energy due to the separa
changeDD, and b51/kBT where kb is Boltzmann’s con-
stant andT is the temperature. The details of the confinem
force calculation can be found in a previous paper@9#. In this
study,DD ranges from 0 to 0.1. After each virtual slit mov
the center of mass of the molecule is rescaled~i.e., it remains
at the same reducedz coordinate!. Then the whole chain is
translated according to its new center of mass, and the
ergy after the virtual slit move is calculated. The simulati
system is relaxed for 13106 cycles and the data are colle
over 53106 cycles. For some difficult systems~e.g., linear
chains with N5181 and 186!, a production period of 1
3107 cycles is used.

The interplay between entropy loss and adsorption
thalpy determines the properties of the confined polymer.
the one hand, conformational entropy loss due to confi
ment increases the free energy of the system; on the o
hand, adsorption enthalpy decreases the free energy. U
critical adsorption conditions («5«c), the free energy de
crease due to adsorption enthalpy counterbalances the
energy increase due to entropy loss, i.e., the free energ
the confined molecule is identical to that of the free~uncon-
fined! molecule, and thus the partition coefficient betwe
the bulk and the slit is unity (K51). The partition coeffi-
cientK is defined as the ratio of polymer concentration in t
pore,cp , to that in the bulk,cb . In this study, the free energ
A of the system and the value of the critical adsorption
determined through the calculation ofF as follows. Consid-
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ering the free energy change of moving isothermally an i
lated polymer chain from a free, unconfined bulk enviro
ment to a slit with separationD, it follows from Eq.~3! that

DA52 ÈD

F~D8!dD8. ~5!

If, at a certain adsorption strength«, F equals zero indepen
dent of the slit separation~for D8.D), thenDA50 andK
51. This condition thus corresponds to the critical adso
tion and«5«c .

As an alternative approach to evaluating the free ene
an isostress ensemble@18# ~constantpzAT) was also em-
ployed. In an isostress ensemble, the pressure normal to
wall (pz) is fixed while the slit separation is allowed to fluc
tuate. The probability of a microstate ‘‘j’’ in this ensemble
can be expressed as

Pj}expb2b~U j1pzADj !c. ~6!

The slit separationD is sampled via wall moves, where th
position of one wall changes while the positions of the oth
wall and the polymer inside remain fixed. The location of t
critical adsorption parameter«c can be identified by the poin
where the average slit separation^D& equals 1/bPzA; this
criterion is based on the fact that in the absence of eit
confinement or adsorption effects~i.e., a polymer in an infi-
nitely large slit!, the polymer should approach ideal beha
ior, whereinbPzA^D&51.

Six different model molecules were employed in th
study, namely, linear, cyclic, star, dendritic, two-node, a
six-node molecules. Schematic representations of the to
ogy of these molecules are given in Fig. 1. The stars
dendrimers are chosen to investigate the branching effec
confinement/adsorption behavior. The star polymers e
ployed have four arms, i.e.,f 54. The dendrimers unde
study have a central core that branches off into three ar
Each arm branches into two additional branches; the num
of bonds between branched points~i.e., the separator length!
is 4. The generation number ranges from 1 to 3. The size
these model molecules ranges fromN537 to 181. Two- and
six-node molecules (N5186) are employed to study the e
fect of intramolecular cross-linking. The two-node molecu
employed has two tetrafunctional cross-linking nodes a
four strands, each having 46 sites (Nstr546), and the six-
node molecule has six nodes and 12 strands withNstr515.
The cyclic molecule also fits loosely into this category w
one bifunctional cross-linking. Note that the ratio of th
number of bonds to the number of sites ([r b) for a molecule
with N beads is (N21)/N,1 for the linear, star, and den
drimer chains, while it is 1, (N12)/N, and (N16)/N ~i.e.,
r b>1) for the cyclic, two-node, and six-node molecules,
spectively. The coil sizes in the bulk (Rg

0) of all the mol-
ecules employed were obtained via simulation and are sh
in Table I.
2-3
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III. SIMULATION RESULTS

The effect of slit separation on adsorption behavior w
investigated first. In Fig. 2~a!, the confinement forcebF is
plotted as a function of slit separation at different adsorpt
strengths« for a linear chain withN585. As the attraction
intensifies between the walls and the polymer, the confi
ment force decreases, from positive values at weak ads
tion to negative values at strong adsorption. At weak adso
tion, bF decreases with increasingD and approaches zer
from above; at strong adsorption,bF increases withD and
approaches zero from below. At«5«c51.4, thebF vs D

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of some of the topologies
ployed in this study.~a! star,~b! dendrimer,~c! two-node molecule,
and ~d! six-node molecule. The beads in~a! and ~b! represent
branching nodes having more than two bonds; black beads in~c!
and ~d! represent tretrafunctional cross-links.

TABLE I. Coil sizes in the bulk (Rg
0, in units of s! for mol-

ecules employed in this study.

N585 N5181 N5186

Linear chain 6.82 10.92 11.1
Cyclic chain 5.07 8.06 8.19
Star 5.28 8.45
Dendrimer 4.36 5.74
Two-node molecule 6.04
Six-node molecule 4.98
02180
s

n

e-
rp-
p-

curve is flat withbF;0 for all D values~within the simu-
lation uncertainty!; similar results were also seen for oth
chain lengths and chain types. As discussed in the prece
section, this finding justifies our approach of usingbF50 as
the criterion for critical adsorption. To further test this ide
the value of chemical potential of the same chain at«c is
obtained from Widom’s chain insertion method@19,20#,
where a chain is inserted segment by segment in
configurational-biased fashion, and plotted as a function oD
in Fig. 2~b!. It is observed that, except for the very narro
slit (D,2Rg

0), the chemical potential of the chain in the s
remains constant and essentially equals the bulk va
~shown by the dashed line! within simulation error. In other
words,«c is independent of slit separation for a molecule
a relatively large slit (D.2Rg

0) ~i.e., moderate to weak con
finement!, which is the case in most practical applicatio
~e.g., the tube size is usually larger than that of the molecu
in liquid chromatography!.

Based on theoretical grounds@10#, the critical adsorption
strength for a linear Gaussian polymer is predicted to
independent of chain length. For linear chains with EV int
actions, however,«c was found to be chain-length depende

-

FIG. 2. ~a! Confinement forcebF as a function of slit separation
D for different adsorption strengths« for linear chain withN585.
~b! Chemical potential values for the same chain obtained fr
Widom chain-insertion method at«c . The dashed line indicatesbm
in the bulk.
2-4
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INFLUENCE OF POLYMER ARCHITECTURE AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E69, 021802 ~2004!
in an on-lattice simulation@11#. In Fig. 3, the confinemen
force bF at different adsorption strengths« is plotted for
linear chains with lengths fromN520 to 181 in the same sli
with D516. As the chain length increases, a small but
ticeable increase in the value of«c is observed; it varies from
«c51.37 for N520 to «c51.46 for N5181, which agrees
qualitatively with previous findings@18#. The dependence o
«c on chain length was also observed for other chain ar
tectures~results not shown!.

Chain topology is expected to have an important effect
the interplay between entropy loss and adsorption entha
In Fig. 4, the adsorption behavior of linear, cyclic, star, a
dendrimer molecules of the same molecular weightN
585) and in the same slit (D516) is examined by compar
ing their bF vs « curves. Considering that the coil size
(2Rg

0) of all the molecules are smaller thanD, this scenario
corresponds to moderate confinement. Results for Gaus
chains are shown in Fig. 4~a!. From weak to critical adsorp
tion strength, dendrimers adsorb better~i.e., experience a
smaller confinement force! than star and linear chains, wit
linear chains being at the opposite end. This behavior ca
explained by the bulk coil size (Rg

0) difference among thes
chains, where dendrimers have the most compact size
linear chains have the most extended configuration~see
Table I!. Molecules with small coil size suffer less entrop
loss upon moderate confinement in the slit and thus ad
better~see@9#!. As the adsorption force is intensified, how
ever, the differences in confinement force among these t
molecules diminish. In strong adsorption conditions, th
curves almost overlap. Because Gaussian chains can a
collapsed configurations as they attach to a strongly att
tive wall, the difference in molecular topology plays a ne
ligible role in adsorbing behavior. As a clear departure fro
the above behavior, the cyclic molecule, with a bulk coil s
larger than that of the dendrimer, always adsorbs much be
than the other molecules, even at strong adsorption co
tions. This unique phenomenon is due to the molecular
pology of the cyclic molecule. When attracted near the w

FIG. 3. Confinement forcebF as a function of adsorption
strength« for linear chains with lengths fromN520 to 181 atD
516. Simulation error bars are commensurate to the symbol s
and lines are drawn to guide the eye.
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the ring molecule suffers the least conformational entro
loss. These cyclic chain results illustrate that, while largerRg

0

is usually associated with larger molecular conformatio
entropy~and thus larger entropy loss upon confinement!, Rg

0

alone is not a complete indicator of such entropy.
ThebF vs « curves for EV chains are shown in Fig. 4~b!.

The curve for stars almost overlaps with that for the line
chains. At weak adsorption, dendrimers adsorb better t
stars and linear molecules, again due to the coil size dif
ence. But when approaching the critical adsorption con
tion, the adsorption of a dendrimer become less favora
and it requires a larger adsorption strength to reach the c
cal point. Because of excluded-volume interactions, a d
drimer, unlike the more flexible linear and star chains, can
easily adopt flat configurations to maximize the contacts w
the wall even for strong adsorbing interaction. Cyclic mo
ecules still adsorb better that the other three molecules
cause of its unique topology. The site density profile of the
molecules across the slit is shown in Fig. 5 for strong a
sorption force~«51.4, close to«c). Two distinguishable
peaks located 1s apart can be observed near the wal
which indicates a layered structure induced by the stro
adsorption. In the region close to the wall, the linear ch

es

FIG. 4. Confinement forcebF as a function of adsorption
strength« for linear chain, star, and dendrimer withN585 in a slit
with D516. ~a! Gaussian and~b! EV chains.
2-5
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Z. CHEN AND F. A. ESCOBEDO PHYSICAL REVIEW E69, 021802 ~2004!
has the largest site density, followed by the cyclic chain, s
and dendrimer.

bF vs « curves for longer chains withN5181 and in a
slit with D516 are shown in Fig. 6~a!. In this case, the slit
separation is comparable to the coil size of the molecu
which corresponds to the strong confinement scenario. C
sequently, dendrimer and star molecules will experie

FIG. 5. Bead density profiles for linear, star, dendrimer, a
cyclic molecules withN585 across a slit withD516 at«51.4.

FIG. 6. Confinement forcebF as a function of adsorption
strength« for linear chain, star, dendrimer, and cyclic molecul
with N5181 in a slit withD5(a) 16 and~b! 32.
02180
r,

s,
n-
e

more entropy loss because of their higher inner monom
density ~see@9#!, which leads to larger confinement force
than for linear chains in weak adsorption conditions. T
trend is contrary to that observed for molecules withN585
at D516. When the steric confinement is still the domina
factor ~i.e., weak adsorption!, the slit separation, or more
specifically the ratio ofRg

0 to D, has a significant effect on
the confinement behavior of molecules with different top
ogy. As the adsorption force increase, the three curves se
to converge and reach the critical point at the same«c . Fig-
ure 6~b! shows the results of these chains in a large slitD
532). Similar behavior was observed as that for chains w
N585 in a slit withD516 @Fig. 4~b!#. With a weak adsorp-
tion force, a linear chain exerts the largestF on the walls,
followed by the star, cyclic molecule, and dendrimer, whi
is consistent with theirRg

0 values. As the adsorption forc
increases, theF curve of the dendrimer crosses that of t
cyclic chain first, and then those of the linear chain and
star. As a result, the value for«c is largest for the dendrime
and smallest for the cyclic chain.

As observed in the above, cyclic molecules exhibited
unique adsorption behavior compared to linear chains
branched molecules~stars and dendrimers!. For example, cy-
clic molecules always have the smallest«c value. One pos-
sible explanation is that a cyclic molecule can be seen a
linear chain connected from head to tail~i.e., one intramo-
lecular cross-link!. Such an intramolecular cross-linking re
duces the number of available configurations for cyclic m
ecule in solution~conformational entropy!. It can be argued
that when a molecule with such intrinsic topological co
straints is confined in a not-too-narrow slit, it will suffer les
entropy loss and thus require a smaller adsorption streng
achieve critical adsorption~compared to topologically un
constrained chains!. To test this hypothesis, we investigate
the confinement/adsorption behavior of ‘‘model’’ molecul
with more intramolecular cross-linking: namely, a two-no
molecule and a six-node molecule wherein a node refers
tetravalent site~see Fig. 1!. Each molecule has 186 tota
sites. In Fig. 7~a! the results for moderate confinement (D
532) are shown and compared to those of linear and cy
chains with the same molecular weight. In accord with t
hypothesis, the six-node molecule has the smallest confi
ment force under all adsorption conditions and reaches c
cal adsorption at the weakest adsorption strength, follow
by the two-node, cyclic, and linear molecules. Keeping
mind that at moderate to weak confinement«c is independent
of slit separation, theRg

0/D ratio is irrelevant in the discus
sion of the critical adsorption condition. Figure 7~b! shows
the results in a narrow slit (D58) where steric confinemen
is expected to dominate the confinement/adsorption beha
Because the six-node molecule has the highest intracoil
density, it has the largest confinement force under all ads
tion conditions, followed by the two-node, cyclic, and line
molecules. Notice that the curves for linear and cyclic m
ecules overlap very well, which suggests that the topolo
difference between them is no longer important in the pr
ence of a very strong confinement (D!2Rg

0 for both chains!.
The site density profiles for linear, cyclic, two-node, a

d

2-6
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INFLUENCE OF POLYMER ARCHITECTURE AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E69, 021802 ~2004!
six-node molecules across a slit withD532 at«51.4 ~strong
adsorption! are shown in Fig. 8. In the double-layer structu
adjacent to the walls, the six-node molecule has the lar
peak height~i.e., largest site concentration!, followed by the
two-node, cyclic, and linear molecules. Such a trend is
completely reverse order to that corresponding to weak
sorption, where the linear chain has the highest density c

FIG. 7. Confinement forcebF as a function of adsorption
strength« for linear, cyclic, two-node, and six-node molecules w
N5186 in a slit withD5(a) 32 and~b! 8.

FIG. 8. Site density profiles for linear, cyclic, two-node, a
six-node molecules withN5186 across a slit withD532 at«51.4.
02180
st

n
d-
se

to the wall and the six-node molecule has the lowest~not
shown!. In the region near the walls, six- and two-node m
ecules form a large third peak, where the site density is m
higher than that in the middle of the slit. Induced by t
adsorption force, these two multinodal molecules tend to
highly localized near the walls. The location of that thi
peak correlates with the center of mass position of the m
ecule. Apparently, more sites near the wall results in a la
adsorption enthalpy, which reduces the confinement forc

Confinement forces can also be related to depletion for
in dilute polymer colloid mixtures@21# if the colloidal par-
ticles are so much larger than the polymer coils that th
surfaces can be approximated by planar walls@22#. Because
F relates to the osmotic pressure difference between the
solution and the confined zones, a positiveF indicates that
polymers will tend to be excluded from the gap~of separa-
tion D! between two colloidal particles and ‘‘push’’ the pa
ticles together~depletion attraction!. On the contrary, a nega
tive F indicates a polymer-mediated repulsion betwe
colloidal particles that provides steric stabilization. In ad
tion to the polymer-wall interaction strength«, our simula-
tions show that polymer topology could also be used to c
trol F and thus the colloidal phase behavior. For equalN,
linear chains should be more efficient depleting age
~larger positiveF values for non- or weak-adsorption cond
tions!, while intra-cross-linked molecules should be more
fective stabilizers~smaller, more negativeF values at a given
« and a lower threshold ‘‘«c’’ for steric stabilization!.

To analyze the conformational behavior of a polymer co
fined in an attractive slit, it is important to consider tw
phenomena, a collapse effect~unilateral clustering! and a
bridge effect~bilateral clustering!.

~1! The collapse effect occurs when the molecule is
tracted toward one of the~strongly attractive! walls and col-
lapses into a nearly two-dimensional configuration. This
fect will result in an increase inRg(x,y) and a decrease in
Rg(z).

~2! The bridge effect occurs when the coil size of t
molecule is comparable to the slit separation; it is then p
sible that the same molecule attaches to both walls and fo
a bridge between them. This effect will induce an increase
Rg(z) and a decrease inRg(x,y).

A cartoon representation of these two effects is shown
Fig. 9. In Fig. 10,Rg , Rg(x,y), andRg(z) for a linear chain
with N5181 are plotted as functions of«. As expected,Rg
and its components are nonmonotonic functions of« and
exhibit different behavior at different slit separations, whi
can be explained by the competition between the colla
and bridge effects. In narrow slits with separation less th
2Rg

0 ~i.e., D58,16), the bridge effect dominates andRg(z)
increases over the whole« range studied. In large slits~e.g.,
D532), Rg(z) first increases slightly with« due to the
bridge effect, and then decreases, beginning from the crit
adsorption point on. At all slit separations,Rg(x,y) decreases
first and then increases abruptly. Notice that the turning po
is coincident with the critical adsorption point, suggesti
that it is possible to estimate the critical adsorption point
tracking the conformational behavior.

To show that our results for fixed-D slits are consisten
2-7
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with those where fluctuations inD are allowed, isostress en
semble simulation data are shown in Fig. 11 for linear, s
dendrimer, and cyclic molecules withN585. The confine-
ment force applied isbPzA50.0625. Figure 11~a! shows the
average slit separation̂D& as a function of adsorption forc
«. As the adsorption force increases,^D& decreases. With a
weak adsorption force,^D& for the linear chain is the larges
followed by those for the star and dendrimer chains. Ho
ever, with a strong adsorption force this trend is reversed:
dendrimer has the largest^D&, followed by the star and linea
chains. The cyclic molecule always has the smallest^D&.
When ^D&51/(bPzA) ~indicated by the dashed line!, mol-
ecules reach the critical adsorption point («c). In increasing
order, the value of«c goes as cyclic chain,linear chain
,star,dendrimer, which is consistent with results from t
confinement force calculations shown earlier. However, th
are some discrepancies between the precise values o«c
from these two methods:«c from isostress simulations i
slightly larger than that from confinement force calculatio
Such differences reflect the different physical scenarios
scribed by these methods. Distributions ofD in isostress
simulations are surprisingly broad, as shown in Fig. 11~b! for
a star molecule. Such large fluctuations inD around ^D&
would likely diminish if simulations were performed fo
multiple confined chains~noninteracting among themselve
to mimic highly dilute conditions!. It is further observed in
Fig. 11~b! that, as the adsorption force increases, theD dis-
tribution becomes narrower and shifts to the left~smaller
^D&!.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, the confinement/adsorption behavior of
pologically complex polymers in adsorptive slits has be

FIG. 9. Cartoon drawings of chain configurations in an adso
tive slit due to collapse effect and bridge effect, respectively.
02180
r,

-
e

re

.
e-

-
n

investigated. Geometrical confinement was introduced
placing an isolated polymer chain inside a slit-pore. T
polymer-wall interaction is described by the Steele potent
The simulations were performed in theNVT ensemble and
the confinement force, monomer density profile, and con
mational properties were collected and analyzed as a fu
tion of adsorption strength. It was found that, in moderate
weak confinement, the confinement force vanishes at
same adsorption strength («c) for a given molecule, indepen
dent of slit separation. This finding justifies our approach

-

FIG. 10. Conformational properties for a linear chain withN
5181 in slits~with D58, 16, and 32, respectively! as a function of
adsorption strength«.
2-8
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INFLUENCE OF POLYMER ARCHITECTURE AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E69, 021802 ~2004!
using bF50 as the criterion for critical adsorption. Fo
excluded-volume chains, it was found that«c is a weak func-
tion of chain length.

Two classes of chain topology were studied:~i! branched
polymers, including stars and dendrimers; and~ii ! chains
with intramolecular cross-links, such as cyclic, two-nod

FIG. 11. ~a! Average slit separation̂D& as a function of adsorp
tion force« for linear chain, star, dendrimer, and cyclic molecul
with N585. The confinement force applied isbPzA50.0625.
When^D&51/(bPzA) ~indicated by dashed line!, molecules reach
the critical adsorption point («c). ~b! Distance distributions for star
in isostress simulations.
.,

.,

02180
,

and six-node molecules. Under very strong confinementD
,2Rg

0), steric effects~packing entropy! dominate the inter-
play between confinement and adsorption, so that chain
gidity ~i.e., intracoil site density! is the main contributor to
the confinement force and chain free energy. This trend
analogous to that observed in a purely repulsive slit. Ho
ever, chain topology has a major impact on the interplay
entropy loss and adsorption enthalpy in moderate to w
confinement. For equal molecular weights, branched m
ecules, such as the star and dendrimer, adsorb better in w
adsorption conditions because of their compact coil s
However, as the adsorption intensifies, the more flexible
ear chain spreads closer to the walls and reaches the cr
condition at a weaker adsorption force. Because of their
pological constraints, molecules with intramolecular cro
links, such as cyclic, two-node, and six-node molecul
have smaller conformational entropy, and thus experie
less entropy loss upon confinement. Consequently, in mo
ate to weak confinement, these molecules always ad
more strongly than the linear and branched molecules un
all adsorption conditions examined, and the more c
strained is the topology, the better is the adsorption. The t
and six-node molecules tend to be localized near a wall
strong adsorption forces.

Results from this paper could be useful for processes
volving polymers in the critical and adsorption regimes th
exploit differences in molecular architecture~in addition to
molecular weight!; e.g., for polymer separations and collo
dal stabilization. The complex behavior due to the interp
between chain topology, steric confinement, and wall adso
tion can be used to guide the optimal choice of confinem
and adsorption conditions. Branching and intramolecu
cross-linking affect the confinement/adsorption behavior d
ferently, and it might be possible to tune separation reso
tion or depletion interactions by introducing agents that te
porarily and reversibly induce a change of molecu
topology. For example, the elution time of a molecule can
increased by inducing intramolecular cross-links. The av
ability of pores with well-defined geometry and the ability
manipulate single molecules will facilitate future experime
tal studies of polymer adsorption which could test a
complement our simulation results.
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